Great New Poetry Books for you and your Book Group
A National Poetry Day selection
We’re delighted your book group are planning to celebrate National Poetry Day.
Poetry can seem daunting even to sophisticated readers, but it doesn’t have to be. We’re
recommending 10 amazing books which are ideal for book groups. Some are singleauthor collections, some are selections of many decade’s work. Some are anthologies
which contain poems from a range of contemporary writers, others have poems from
across the ages. The introductions below will give you an idea of what to expect so you
can pick one of interest your group.
Try to plan your meeting ahead of time as poetry might require a different format from
other writing you discuss. If a whole book seems too much to digest then you can pick out
a few poems to focus on instead. We recommend you start your session by taking it in
turns to read a poem aloud to the group – depending on time perhaps each member
could pick a favourite and say a little about why they like it. It may also be useful for a
member of the group to research the poet or poets before you meet. We’ve come up
with a few questions you can use to prepare or initiate conversation if needed, but
remember there is no wrong or right way to approach poetry, or to appreciate and
discuss it. Just dive in and enjoy!

Up in the Attic
Pam Ayres, Ebury
For more than four decades Pam Ayres has been moving her
audiences to laughter and tears. One of Britain’s best-loved poets,
she won Opportunity Knocks in 1975 and has been a regular on
television and radio ever since. In this latest collection she
rummages through the attic, makes attacks on modern dining and
addresses the state of the nation. Memory and aging are key
themes, but this is a heartfelt and hopeful collection that speaks to
its present moment, and the future.
1. What themes in this collection resonate most with you? Do you
relate to the incidents and sentiments in these poems?
2. Most people would categorise Ayre’s writing as ‘humorous verse’. Do you think this is
accurate? How does her humour operate? What role does rhyme play?
3. In these poems we encounter the personal and the global, the domestic and the
political. Is this a positive or negative collection? Is it a book of fear or hope?
Counting Backwards: Poems 1975-2017
Helen Dunmore, Bloodaxe Books
Helen Dunmore was a critically-acclaimed and much-loved poet
who won many awards, including the Costa Book of the Year
which she received posthumously for her tenth collection Inside
the Wave. Counting Backwards is a retrospective covering ten
collections written over four decades and often feels like walking
around a gallery; here are domestic interiors, landscapes, grand
narratives, each offering us a window on the world of love, loss,
longing – all of life.
1. What perspectives do these poems give us? Do they look from
near or far? Do they describe the extraordinary or the everyday?
2. Inside the Wave, Dunmore’s final collection, is a book about mortality and the beauty of
living –critics have called it “life-affirming”. Do you think this same attitude can be traced
throughout the rest of her work?
3. Dunmore also wrote novels and short stories. Do you find storytelling going on in these
poems? Why might some tales be better told as poems?

Gen
Jonathan Edwards, Seren Books
The follow-up to Jonathan Edwards’ Costa Poetry Prize winning
first collection, has the same liveliness, humour, warmth and
variety which gained him such popularity and critical success.
While often set in Wales, the themes here are as universal as the
enthusiasm is infectious. The poet mines his own family history;
animals and icons of pop culture are observed; inanimate objects
speak. The opening sequence celebrates youth – from the inside
and outside – as a force of energy and delight. This is a book
which is raucous; joyously loud with monologues, songs, and
character sketches.
1. This collection begins and ends with ‘songs’. What is the effect of framing the poems in
this way? Does it set the mood for the book?
2. From zoo animals to Kurt Cobain, house parties to sweets, this book takes as its subject
matter items we might think of as trivial or not ‘suitable’ for poetry. How do you feel
about these choices? And how does the language, tone and address fit them?
3. Ben Wilkinson wrote, in the Guardian, that Edwards’ poems are “easy-going but subtly
formal, clever but accessible”. Do you find these poems accessible? What forms do you
see at work in them? Do you enjoy the use of rhyme and repetition?
Tell Me the Truth About Life: A National Poetry Day Anthology
Curated by Cerys Matthews, Michael O’Mara Books
Created to celebrate the 25th anniversary of National Poetry Day,
this indispensable anthology is built on poetry’s power to capture
and convey truth. Curated by poetry lover and BBC presenter
Cerys Matthews, nominations for poems were received from
around the world. Public figures – including singers, actors,
politicians and sportspeople – offer their choices and explain why
these poems matter to them. Here you’ll discover favourites old
and new, plus some surprises, as well as personal insights into the
truth-telling power of poetry.
1. Are there poems in this anthology you’re already familiar with?
Did reading them again give you a fresh perspective or
understanding of them?

2. As well as well-known classic poems, this book contains poems by contemporary
writers. Did any of these poems change your idea of what poetry does or is doing today?
Will you seek out more poems by any of these poets?
3. “You know how certain phrases burrow deep inside you until they’re in your bones:
they keep you upright when bad news hits and, like a mantra, they steady the wandering
mind”, writes Cerys Matthews in her introduction. What lines or phrases are burrowed
deep inside you? Maybe they aren’t from a ‘poem’ as such, they could be song lyrics,
dialogue from a TV show, a speech. What would you contribute to this anthology and
why?

Afternoons Go Nowhere
Sheenagh Pugh, Seren Books
Sheenagh Pugh’s tenth collection is infused with her fascination
with history; we watch rebels sack the Palace of Savoy and see
inside the head of the disturbed King of France, who was
convinced he was made of glass. Records, rumours and relics
inform these very human and humane poems, which vault across
vast distances of time and geography, bringing everything closer
and showing our connections – to the past, to nature, to each
other.
1. How many different settings can you locate in these poems,
both in time and space. What bridges these differences? What is
the dynamic between the past and the present in this collection?
2. The natural world is also evoked in this collection; in flowers, geology and weather, for
instance. Do you think Pugh uses nature as a source of solace? Is the relationship more
complex?
3. Many of these poems are about loss, both personal and collective. Do you think it is a
hopeful collection?

Selected Poems
Denise Riley, Picador Poetry
Denise Riley is currently Professor of the History of Ideas and
of Poetry at UEA. Known for poetry which is intimate, witty,
and driven by an intuition as incisive as its intelligence, she
melds philosophy, feminism, lyric, and literary history, keeping
the reader close, but never comfortable – as the ‘I’ of her
poems shifts and slips to register the multiplicity of identity,
experience and self. The poems selected span four decades
up to the elegiac lyrics of 2016’s Say Something Back,
which includes ‘A Part Song’, a profoundly moving document
of grieving and loss, and one of the most widely admired long
poems of recent years.
1. Look at the notes at the end of the book. You’ll see many of these poems include
allusions to or quotes from a wide range of sources, including songs, myth, literature,
philosophy and history. Did you notice, perhaps unconsciously, these references? Do they
change the way you read the poem? Does it bother you if you don’t recognise all the
references on first reading?
2. Womanhood and motherhood are key themes throughout Riley’s work. How are they
represented and does this change between the collections?
3. Which is more present in these poems, the body or the mind? Are these poems of
thought or feeling?
The Poetry Pharmacy Returns
Edited by William Sieghart, Penguin Press
A follow-up to one of the bestselling poetry anthologies of
recent decades, The Poetry Pharmacy Returns was compiled
after huge demand from readers and ‘patients’ alike. William
Sieghart offers tried-and-true classics from his in-person
pharmacies, alongside readers’ favourite poems and remedies
for new conditions requested by the public. Here you’ll find
the poems you need, whether you knew it or not.
1. “When people tell me they don’t understand poetry… I tell
them to read the same poem night after night. Keep it by your
bed, and read it before you switch out the lights. Read it five nights
in a row, and you’ll find you discover a totally new flavour and

feeling from it every time.” Pick a poem and take this advice from Sieghart’s introduction.
Read this poem to the group and share your thoughts after spending so much time with
it.
2. Have you found yourself turning to poetry in times of difficulty? Are there poems here
you’d want to keep around for strength and solace? What other occasions might prompt
you to turn to poetry?
3. Sieghart writes “when I say that we need poetry, I mean that we need words capable of
expressing the transcendent in our lives.” Consider a poem from this anthology. In what
way does it tap into the transcendent? What does it say that cannot be expressed in other
forms?

Eternity: Selected Poems
Tracy K. Smith, Penguin Press
Tracy K. Smith was the Poet Laureate of the United States from
2017 to 2019. This selection spans her career, including her most
recent, Forward-nominated collection Wade in the Water. Her
ambitious vision knows no limits; she looks forward in time and
out to space, back at the crises in American history, at private
desires and political strife, and into our bodies and souls.
Compassionate and unflinching, she offers contemplation,
meditation and a call to awake.
1. Critics have called Smith a “storyteller”. What stories did you
find in these poems? What connects the stories Smith tells?
2. In an interview with the Forward Arts Foundation, Smith said that she “found that a
tremendous freedom became available to me as a writer when I began to ask the
questions in my poems that I was not equipped to answer.” What difficult questions do
her poems pose?
3. Wade in the Water takes its title from an old spiritual – a song of resistance and protest
used by those enslaved to escape both emotionally and – via coded instructions – literally.
In what way could Smith’s poems be seen as songs of resistance and protest?

Discipline
Jane Yeh, Carcanet Press
Jane Yeh is seriously funny. A Poetry Book Society
Recommendation, “Discipline offers an array of dark humour and
electric wit,” says Sandeep Parmar. These charming and
challenging poems are quirky and wise, slotting in somewhere
between the real and the surreal; novelty T-shirts and lady
astronaut centaurs coexist with endangered young rhinoceros and
the denizens of the 1980s New York club scene. Lively, vivid and
clever, these careful constructions charm and challenge us to
observe our world, in all its dazzle and darkness. Haunting and
hilarious, these poems make us laugh and think hard.
1. Several of the poems in this book have titles starting ‘A Short
History of’. What do these poems have in common? What do you think is the purpose of
this form? How does history more widely make itself felt in this collection?
2. “The hellacious cheeseburger of morn.” Yeh has a knack for bizarre but often uncannily
exact imagery. Compare some of your favourite images.
3. Consider ‘A Short History of Migration’. What does this poem tell us about the
experience of migration and being an immigrant? What is the effect of using the collective
– ‘our’ and ‘we’ – instead of speaking personally? What other ideas of outsiderness can be
found in these poems?

The Forward Book of Poetry 2020
Curated by the judges of the Forward Prizes 2019, Faber & Faber
The Forward Books feature the very best of the poetry published in
the UK each year. As chair of the judges Shahidha Bari writes “All
the world is here.”: “You’ll find contributions from long established
poets we know to revere, beloved poets dear to our heart, obscure
poets’ poets, and poets who were entirely new to all of us and no
less staggering in their talents. […] There are young voices next to
older voices, the work of men, women and non-binary identifying
poets, writers from Britain and from far beyond it.”
1. “The [Forward] Prizes are driven by the conviction that, deep
inside, we are all poetry people… Being a poetry person means

permitting yourself to be stopped in your tracks by a particular arrangement of
language”, says Shahidha Bari in her introduction. Pick a poem to stop you in its tracks.
Take the time to discuss its words – their sounds, resonances, connections, meanings – as
well as the subject matter of the poem.
2. Bari also notes that themes emerged: “grief, meditations on motherhood, anguish over
notions of nationhood, a rich vein of landscape poetry next to equally beautiful
cityscapes.” Discuss one or more of these themes. What other themes have you noticed in
your reading?
3. Play judges! From the work of the shortlisted poets featured here, choose a winner for
each category and explain why. Or discuss which of the highly commended poets you’d
like to read more from? Are there any collections you’ll be rushing to buy?

